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Dainty Sulphur
Dainty Sulphurs must recolonize Alabama each year, typically not making 
their appearance until June/July. They have been recorded from widely-
dispersed counties in the state.   These very small butterflies have a weak, 
fluttery flght. Often flying inches from the ground, they may be easily 
overlooked.  Adults gather at puddles. Dainties are avid nectarers at low, 
small flowers. Sunny, disturbed areas are their most common habitat. 

• TIny; our smallest yellow butterfly species.

• Generally sits with wings closed.

• Sexes are similar, but females are slightly larger; have more extensive black markings; and 
their dorsal hindwings are orange-yellow. Males have an orange sex patch in the dorsal 
hindwing’s upper edge.

• Winter/dry season forms appear more olive and may be heavily dusted with black.

• Confused with Barred Sulphurs.  Dainties are smaller; ventral wings are yellowish rather 
than white; forewings are more elongated.
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*Reliable diagnostic marker

Dainty Sulphur
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Dorsal Male

Black forewing tips 

Lemon yellow base color

Elongated forewings

Black bar along forewing edge 

Orange scent patch within the dark 
hindwing bar 

Dainty Sulphur Nathalis iole

Wingspan: ¾-1¼ inches (1.9-2.54 cm)

* Reliable diagnostic markers
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*Reliable diagnostic marker

Dainty Sulphur
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Dorsal Female

Lemon yellow base color

Black forewing tips 

Black bar along the forewing edge

Orange-yellow hindwings

More extensive black markings 
than male

Elongated forewings

Dainty Sulphur Nathalis iole

Wingspan: ¾-1¼ inches (1.9-2.54 cm)
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*Reliable diagnostic marker

Dainty Sulphur
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Male Ventral                                     
Summer/Wet Season Form

Orange flush

Forewing dark spots

Yellow with faint greenish pattern

Dainty Sulphur Nathalis iole

Wingspan: ¾-1¼ inches (1.9-2.54 cm)
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*Reliable diagnostic marker

Dainty Sulphur
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Female Ventral                                  
Summer/Wet Season Form

Orange flush

Forewing dark spot spots hidden 
by hindwing

Yellow with greenish pattern (more 
extensive than on male)

Dainty Sulphur Nathalis iole

Wingspan: ¾-1¼ inches (1.9-2.54 cm)
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*Reliable diagnostic marker

Dainty Sulphur
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Ventral View                                          
Winter/Dry Season Form

Forewing dark spots

Orange flush 

Much more heavily pigmented 
than summer form. Appears gray-
green.

Dainty Sulphur Nathalis iole

Wingspan: ¾-1¼ inches (1.9-2.54 cm)
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Similar Species
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Dainty Sulphur
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Barred Sulphur
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Little Yellow


